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girl, overdetermined

here lies the pythoness piledriving toward a new body

doctor-gods, hear my cry

resuscitate these age-old horror stories

a double-sexed child under the knife

parents standing back terrified some otherworldly

alter-ego might go bump in their binary night

in this dimension, before the world formed

the nurses chanted out their sterile windows to the streets

an uninterrupted cacophony of teeth

but eventually the seeds of juxtaposing beasts combined

to forge the moon new horns

the seasons’ warring warmths

the sordid orphans we call angels wailing for what

would ever after halve beyond repair:

glitter fish from gutter bird, pearl from oyster

puckered boy from suckered girl–in the suckling stage

they may strike you the same, but soon enough

the surgeon demands a decision, each incision

a distinction between tumor and lesion

between the multifarious deformities

of windward and leeward demons
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the un-closet

it used to be you’d end up bootheeled in the bughouse
for an admission like this

pressed stiff against the winter knits and rabbit skins
of my kin, i felt the floodwaters rise

both without and within, but now there’s no undoing
what i did to get committed

from my infirmary window, even the sky is called captor
the uncloseted perversion

diagnosed incurable, at least until the sun’s nuclear fuse
burns through the wound most personal

and i arrive doubly baptized–once in water, once in fire
just as the false messiah prophesied

and find by mass extinction my body buoys up an ark of life:
rats and lice and finite eggs

tick-tock-ticking their way into an ostracized grave
but that, my friend, is why we send the doves

to ready the beyond for the contents of the closet’s guts
to forge a future from the bone-brush

and jar our genitals for fun–yes yes, of course
fear death by water, but fear more still that which erupts

when left to fester uncorrected
in the moth-worm-dappled dust
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estrogenesis

this is the way a girl ends: not with a branch, but a winter
christmassy and policed

lights so dark they turn troll and implode into night birds
cold in the extremities

cellulite-tickled and quick-bitten, watch her stitch together
whatever’s left

of prior jezebel adornments just to throw them to the
nor’easter afterward

just to blow the whole city instead of her cover
father figures a dime a dozen

bake to a crisp in her oven–call her carlotta, call her
the daughter of polluted dharma

i’d fuck her, wouldn’t you? isn’t that the only way
the audience can tell

all her ketamine dreams have come true? a severed dick
a silicone pillow

a hopeful hand up her skirt without asking permission
if even a laurel branch

can nod consent and a trapped heifer pass as coy mistress
how far from girlhood

must a changeling stray to evade that divine wave turned bitter?
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yasss tiresias

tuck the past between your legs, tiresias

pin back the pageantries of former selves

behind the stonewall of your balls, tiresias

invoke the cradlings of bacchus so your form

may be born twice, teresias

steep your swollen folds in nectar

contour your obelisk of pork

adorn your staff-infected serpents

in morbid laurels and sashay away

sensing the world is only dressup game

if it’s all the same to you, tiresias

play the umpire and settle a heavenly feud:

juno and jupiter, drawing dotted lines along the runway

parlay your body misconstrued

who could really measure another’s pleasure

with a stiletto and a poison root?

well if anyone could, tiresias, it would be you

who in accordance with a larger galactic

shift in orbit, flexed yourself female

until the very face of nature felt faint

and wheeled the sunrise toward your nightclub hijinks

as if last call could alter fate
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girl, self-determined

i want to be that lone songbird first to know it’s morning

to prophesy the sky’s fall sans a single storm cloud

O dim sinnery of the underworld, disinherit this

my reproductive meat, my intravenous morphine stream

hooked on histrionics and the will to grow new wings

with this slice of the knife between the knees

i prune back all the moody brutes i have no room

to humor anymore, the briny brood of porcelain insects

egg sacs demanding ransom or else threatening to burst blue

what hubris it must take, they say, to play god

under the shade of a replacement palisade

to adopt a different name, save invasive species

in a vase to later plant in spades–during the surgery

the doctors see there is a river flowing inside me

insisting i never swim the same self twice

eclipsing literal cells with a figurative sea-swell

in which the river’s telos tells me, don’t turn back

i am but a toady ocean, you the infidel
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sideshow lizards & lions

the tattooed patterns of raptorial mammals
have always spelled rebellion

this is the origins story the circus
evolved to self-camouflage

why get a grown-up job
when you could be a sea-god?

jungle king complete with wire whiskers
claws installed by lurid surgeons

when finally the last eye tooth is sharpened
what strange dust rides the wind

my bones a pollen, a simple allergen
the belly pelt elongates

tongues fork or roar
the skin an afterthought of scales or fur

some may call it unnatural
but this is what the body’s for:

to meddle in the shape and pantomime
of every organ’s lurching gore

to point at what you were before
an alien returned to earth

the constellations can’t perceive the beasts they form
but you’re a horse of a different curse

in the swing of milky orbit
you can swap one shoddy star out for another

try on a horde of creature costumes
and choose which predator to rocket toward


